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The Intertwined CollectionThe Intertwined CollectionThe Intertwined CollectionThe Intertwined Collection    

 

When goldgoldgoldgold and diamondsdiamondsdiamondsdiamonds come together, they escape the hustle and bustle 

of daily life. 

Those who touch these precious linksprecious linksprecious linksprecious links gain a snapshot of refound harmonyharmonyharmonyharmony. 

As such, they have been recognised and glorified with the new Intertwined Intertwined Intertwined Intertwined 

CollectionCollectionCollectionCollection. 

The question is, however, will you ever be able to take the road back to 

reality? 

A precious link is beautiful, timeless and carries a powerful message. When 

edenlyedenlyedenlyedenly brings gold and diamonds together and intertwineintertwineintertwineintertwinessss them, glamourglamourglamourglamour 

and the mystery of lovemystery of lovemystery of lovemystery of love are brought into the life of the person who lets this 

precious union rest upon their finger… 

 

 

In a French Garden of box trees, symbols of longevity and resistance to time, 

a group of people spend a happy and friendly moment. 

 

 

Suddenly, the group fades into the background, and an intimate universe intimate universe intimate universe intimate universe 

opens up to those who are affected by an intertwined intertwined intertwined intertwined ringringringring… 



  

 

The link between beings is unique and transports them    out of this worldout of this worldout of this worldout of this world to 

experience a magical magical magical magical moment, outside of reality, feeding off the joy of this 

precious precious precious precious combinationcombinationcombinationcombination. 

 

  

 

One travels instantlytravels instantlytravels instantlytravels instantly from the real to the magical with the Intertwined Intertwined Intertwined Intertwined 

CCCCollectionollectionollectionollection. But the pathpathpathpath between the two worlds stays open… forever to be 

walked…    

    



Product Highlights From The CProduct Highlights From The CProduct Highlights From The CProduct Highlights From The Collectionollectionollectionollection    

 

http://en.edenly.com/intertwined-collection/white-gold-haute-couture-

ring,1195,109.html 

 

http://en.edenly.com/intertwined-collection/braided-ring-paved-white-

gold-63-carat-38-diamonds,325,109.html 

 

http://en.edenly.com/intertwined-collection/power-of-love-

ring,1209,109.html 

 

http://en.edenly.com/intertwined-collection/yellow-and-white-gold-

attraction-ring,1011,109.html 

 

http://en.edenly.com/intertwined-collection/yellow-gold-infinite-

connection-ring,1211,109.html 

    

See the full collectionSee the full collectionSee the full collectionSee the full collection: 

http://en.edenly.com/intertwined-collection.eden 

 
 

Haute Couture Ring 

Braided Ring 

Power Of Love Ring 

Attraction Ring 

Infinite Connection Ring 
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Tamara Vatelot 
+33 (0)1 43 06 10 20 
t.vatelot@bmrp.fr 
 
Client Information: 
0800 915 026 from France (free phone) 
00 800 7000 7000 from the rest of Europe 
contact@edenly.com 


